News Release
TSC acquires Praxis Products, 1 September 2021
TSC is pleased to announce the formal acquisition of Praxis Products as of 1 September 2021.
Praxis Products is a premier solutions provider for SIGINT and wireless applications with
advanced capabilities meeting unique mission needs. As a trusted partner of defense and law
enforcement agencies, Praxis Products enables TSC to continue its expansion of mission
critical products and solutions.
“Praxis Products is an exciting addition to the TSC team that brings a wealth of subject matter
expertise for wireless and SIGINT solutions with a complementary set of hardware and software
solutions. With their mission focused mindset and proven understanding of how to engineer and
transition solutions for critical needs, they mesh well with TSC culture and provide support for
TSC’s multi-domain, integrated hardware and software solutions.”
-Brandon Wolfson, President/CEO of TSC
Their family of products, called FASTRAKTM, are critical in solving missions for customers
around the world. FASTRAKTM is a single software baseline and open software interface
running across multiple hardware configurations to provide unmatched capabilities for detection,
collection, precision geolocation and analysis of multiple signals and targets.
“I, and the rest of the Praxis Team, could not be more pleased to be a part of TSC. When we
spoke with potential partners in the marketplace it was immediately obvious that TSC shared
our corporate values of customer success, personnel success, and technical excellence.
Furthermore, TSC’s products and technical competencies mesh very well with our own and will
allow us to bring exciting new capabilities to both our present and future customers. “
-Jeremy Kaufman Vice President of Praxis Products.
Praxis Products portfolio and capabilities mesh well with TSC’s hardware and RF expertise and
allows us to expand our technology presence within the SIGINT, wireless and Electronic
Warfare mission set. This and many other reasons make this an excellent addition to the TSC
technology and product portfolio.
About Technology Service Corporation: Technology Service Corporation (TSC) is an
employee-owned, high-technology company primarily engaged in providing engineering
services to the US Government. These services involve support of systems throughout their life
cycles from advanced concept development through operational support.
TSC has supported Federal Government, commercial, and international customers for over 50
years. Our Government customers include the US Military Services, Defense Agencies, and the
Federal Aviation Administration. TSC maintains offices in 11 locations nationwide.
For information on TSC and Praxis Products, please email Technology Service Corporation at
contacttsc@tsc.com

